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XII. On Anglo-Saocon Runes. By JOHN M. KEMBLE, Esq.
THE particular object of the following remarks are the Runes of the
Anglo-Saxons, whether as to their use in inscriptions, or the manner in which
they are introduced into manuscripts. I shall therefore have but little to
say of the Scandinavian or old Norse characters of the same description,
unless by way of illustrating the indigenous alphabet: and indeed these
require less attention from us, inasmuch as they have been profoundly and
successfully studied by those who had the most right to take an interest in
them, the antiquaries of Scandinavia and Iceland.
The characters of the Norwegians, Swedes, Danes and Icelanders are not
less distinct from those of the Goths, High and Low Germans, and Anglo-
Saxons, than the languages of the several nations which they represented.
Unquestionably both the alphabets and the languages are, in the widest
philosophical generalization, identical: but exclusive knowledge of the
Anglo-Saxon or German Runes would as little enable us to decypher Old
Norse inscriptions, as exclusive knowledge of the language of the Edda
would enable us to read the Old German Krist, the Old Saxon Heljand, or
the Anglo-Saxon Beowulf:
" Facies non omnibus una,
Nee diversa tamen ; qualis decet esse sororum."
These preliminary remarks will not be without service in assisting to explain
why my interpretations of certain Anglo-Saxon Runic monuments differ toto
ccelo from those of the learned Danes, who have been so obliging as to
attempt to decypher them for us ; and to save them this trouble in future,
is partly the intention of this paper; especially as there seems to have been
a sort of tacit understanding in this country, that the labour and the honour
might just as well be left to them; in the propriety of which view it is
difficult to concur.
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Much has been written on the Norse Runes, and of this, very much
successfully. The German Runes have been far less fortunate. The only
treatises which have fallen under my observation are,—first, a little book
published in 1821, under the title Ueber Deutsche Runen, by Wilhelm
Carl Grimm, brother and fellow-labourer of James Grimm, the greatest
philologist of modern times, and, like James Grimm, now an exile, and martyr
to the love of constitutional liberty and respect for the sanctity of an
oath. Secondly, an article by the same author in the Wiener Jahrbiicher
der Literatur, No. XL1II. containing additions to his former book. As far
as these works go, they are no doubt excellent; and were they accessible to
all of our countrymen who take an interest in the subject, it would be almost
unnecessary to pursue the question further: but as German is as yet by no
means so generally understood as it must be by all who pretend to any
successful investigation of our national antiquities, I shall take the
opportunity at once of stating some of William Grimm's results, and of
furnishing him with new matter for a second edition of his book.
When we speak of Runes we intend a certain alphabet or set of alphabets :
but in this we attach a very confined and merely conventional signification to
the word Run, which it did not properly bear among the nations whose
letters we denote by it. Its original meaning is strictly that of my sternum, a
secret: hence the privy counsellor of a prince is called his run-wita, e
secretis, his secretary, the person who knows his secrets (Beowulf, 1. 2650).
And so the verb rynan, which is derived directly from it, means, to whisper,
to tell secrets, a sense which we still retain under the corrupt form to round
in one's ear. So also Runa denotes a whisperer; but in its far earlier and
truer use, a magician, one who knows or practises secret arts, in which sense
it is found in the compound word hel-runa, BeSw. 1. 324, (Old Germ, helli-
runo; and similarly Old Germ, helli-runa, ars magica. Docen. 218, b.
Glossse Florentine, 982, b.), in the Aliorunse of Jornanthes, and the Alraun
of modern German superstition.
At what period the German tribes first possessed letters of the alphabet,
whether invented by themselves or derived from some other race, in times
of which history is silent, it would perhaps be hopeless, and now would
certainly be useless to inquire. It is enough for my purpose that they had
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them, when those trihes first came under the notice of the Romans. Some
evidence of this will be adduced below: for the present it will be enough to
call attention to a passage of Tacitus, principally for the purpose of
explaining it. Speaking of the priestesses or prophetesses of the Germans,
he says; " Sed et olim Auriniam et complures alias venerati sunt, non
adulatione, nee tanquam facerent deas." (Germ. VIII.) Now this word
Aurinia, which Tacitus naturally took to be the proper name of a woman, and
which has always been so construed, is in fact no more than the general
appellative of a prophetess or sorceress, in short Alrynia ; according to the
passage already alluded to in Jornanthes, who relates that Filimer expelled
from his kingdom, " quasdam magas mulieres, quas patrio sermone Aliorun-
nas cognominant." (Vide J. Grimm, Deut. Myth. p. 227.) In confirmation
of which it may be added, that Veleda, the. name of Civilis's high-hearted
associate, may also be only a general appellative, closely connected ety-
mologically with the old Norse Vavlu (Volu), a prophetess. But if in the
time of Tacitus, the general or even particular name Alrynia was found, it
is sufficient evidence of the existence of that from which the word was
derived, namely, Run, both the thing itself and its especial use for magical
purposes.
But still, at this period, and till far later times, the knowledge of the
letters and their powers was confined to certain classes only of the people.
History and tradition assure us that they were known to that family which
furnished the Teutonic tribes with priests and kings, and to both old and
young among the women—the sacred sex. Yet to many even of these,
and to all but these, they were in themselves mysterious and awful symbols :
and hence the name given to them, viz. Run-stafas, mysterious staves,
(Beow. 1. 3388) answering to the later B6cstafas, or Latin characters, the
modern German Buchstaben.
In times when there was neither pen, ink, nor parchment, the bark of trees
and smooth surfaces of wood or soft stone were the usual depositories of
these symbols : hence the word Writan, now to write, but whose primary
signification was to cut or carve (Beow. 1. 5406). As Brynolf Svenonius
remarks, " Runas incidere lignis, pro effectus varietate, variis et aliis gene-
ribus rerum, solens erat. Lignum porro hoc Ke%01.pa.yft.evov, breviculum et
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exiguum fere, Runakeffle dicunt, quasi Claviculum Runicum dicas, et Rista
Runer, incidere Runas, proprie, vel ut Saxo, insculpere; non scribere, aut
pingere, dixeris." (in Stephanius, Notse Uberior. in Saxon. Grammatic. p. 46.)
Hence also Stafas, the smooth sticks on which they were cut; and hence
even the word Boc, book, which recals the beechen tablets in which they
were inscribed.
The earliest runes, then, were cut in surfaces of stone and wood. The
former case would comprise inscriptions on rocks, gravestones and weapons :
the latter would be confined to the wooden tablets or sticks used in casting
lots and divination.
The concurrent testimony of tradition and the evidence of actual fact,
assure us that throughout Europe short inscriptions were in use commemo-
rative of great public events, or of distinguished individuals. One or two
of these will occupy our attention presently, being yet extant in Anglo-Saxon
Runes: while the immense number of Bautasteinar and other sculptured
monuments in Scandinavia renders any further notice of them unnecessary.
That weapons of stone and even of metal were marked with Runes in
Scandinavia, is also certain: and the sword of stone with which Beowulf
slew the Grendel's mother, is described to have been furnished with them
(1. 3388). Its hilt was marked with Runestaves, declaring " by whom it had
first been fashioned in the olden time, when the proud giants perished."
Brynhildr teaches Sigurdr to cut the Sigrunar on the hilt of his sword.
" Sigrunar J>u skalt kunna
ef J>ii vilt sigr hafa
ok rista a hialti hiors.
Sumar a vetrimom
sumar a valbavstom
ok nefna tvisvar Ty'r."—(Brynhild, Quid. I. 6.) Vide
also, For Skyrnis, 32 and 36.
The use of lots in divination, by the Germans, is known to us from several
passages, forming a chain of evidence from the earliest down to the latest
periods. Some of these may be cursorily mentioned here.
" Quum ex captivis quaereret Caesar, quamobrem Ariovistus prselio non
decertaret, hanc reperiebat causam; quod apud Germanos ea consuetude
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esset, ut matres familiae eorum sortibus et divinationibus declararent, utrum.
prselium committi ex usu esset, nee ne." (De Bello Gallico, I. 50.)
Again,
" Is se prsesente, de se ter sortibus consultum dicebat, utrum igni statim
necaretur, an in aliud tempus reservaretur: sortium beneficio se esse in-
columem." (De Bell. Gall. I. 53.)
So much for the Germans when they first burst upon the Roman empire.
In the eighth century we find the same custom prevailing upon the remote
shores of Friesland. Alcuin, in his Life of Willibrord, who died in 739,
after relating how the saint and his companions defiled the sacred wells, and
slew the sacred cattle of the god Fosite, continues :
" Quod pagani intuentes arbitrabantur, eos vel in furorem verti, vel etiam
veloci morte perire; quos cum nil mali cernebant pati, stupore perterriti
regi tamen Radbodo quod viderant factum retulerunt. Qui nimio furore
succensus, in sacerdotem dei vivi suorum injurias deorum ulcisci cogitabat,
et per tres dies semper tribus vicibus sortes suo more mittebat, et numquam
damnatorum sors, deo vero defendente suos, super servum dei aut aliquem
ex suis cadere potuit; nee nisi unus tantum ex sociis, sorte monstratus,
martyrio coronatus est."
It is very clear from the circumstances that, in no one of these cases, a mere
casting of lots is intended: they were obviously auguries or divinations.
And such unquestionably were the following, although Beda does not ex-
pressly say so: speaking of the old Saxons, or Saxons of the Continent, he
observes—
" Non enim habent regem iidem antiqui Saxones, sed satrapas plurimos
suse genti prsepositos; qui, ingruente belli articulo, mittunt sequaliter sortes,
et quemcumque sors ostenderit, hunc tempore belli ducem omnes sequuntur,
huic obtemperant: peracto autem bello, rursum sequalis potentise omnes
fiunt satrapfe."—(Hist. Eccl. v. ch. 10.)
The legend of Saint Andrew, in the Vercelli Codex, describes a similar
casting of lots, with the very important notice that it was done in the
presence of the heathen gods :
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" pa wees eallgeador Then was altogether
to J?am Jringstede in the public place
J>eod gesamnod. the people collected.
Leton him pa betweonum They let among them
tana wisian, the twig decide,
hwylcne hyra serest which of them first
o^rum sceolde, unto the others should,
to foddurj>ege, for a supply of food,
feores ongyldan. his life give up.
Hluton hellcrseftum They cast lots with hellish craft
haVSen-gyldum, before the heathen gods,
teledon betwinum. they reckoned among themselves.
Da se tan gehwearp Then went the twig
efne ofer senne even over one
ealdgesiSa, of the old comrades,
se wees uftweota who was a councillor
eorla dugu'Se, to the power of the warriors,
heriges on ore. a leader in the host.
HraSe sy'SSan wearS Quickly was he then
fetorwrsesnum fsest fast in fetters
feores orwena. despairing of life.
A still later authority gives us additional information. La3amon tells
us, that, when Brutus's mother was found to be with child, lots were cast to
discover what fortune was reserved for him:
" Vnder3etene weren J>e Jringes
J»at J>eo wimon was mid childe.
}>& sende Ascanius,
J>e was lauerd and dux,
after heom 3end J>at lond
J»e cu]?en dweomerlakes song.
Witen he wolde
a So, Old Norse Tein.
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J>urh J?a wijjercraftes
wat J>ing hit were
J?at J>eo wimon hefde on wombe.
Heo wrpen heore leoten,
J>e scucke wes bitweonan ;
heo funden on }>en crefte
carefule lecSes,
J>et J?eo wimon was mid ane sune,
J»at wes a selcu"$ beam.
]>o leoten weren iworpen,
and swa hit al iwearft.
That spells and magical chants, (carmina diabolica, pe scucke wes bi-
tweonan) accompanied the ceremony of casting lots, whether in the time of
Ariovistus or of Radbod, there can be no question. In short, so undoubtedly
magical is the whole process, that the Old German dialect has the one
word Mioszari, a caster of lots, only in the sense of a magician. As an
illustration of the " dweomerlakes song" in the last cited passage, and as a
proper introduction to the next part of my argument, I must call attention
to a passage in Saxo Grammaticus. Speaking of Hardgrepa, he says,—
" Quo comite susceptum iter ingressa, penatibus forte pernoctatura succedit,
quorum defuncti hospitis funus msestis ducebatur exequiis. Ubi magicse
speculationis officio superum mentem rimari cupiens, diris admodum
carminibus ligno insculptis, iisdemque lingua defuncti per Haddingum
suppositis, hac voce eum horrendum auribus carmen edere coegit."—(P. I I ,
Ed. Stephanii.)
On this the excellent Bishop Brynolf Svenonius, whom I have already
cited, observes, " Nullus dubito quin Runas Saxo intellectas velit." In this I
agree entirely, for unquestionably, in this case, as in that of the casting of
lots, the tablets were invariably inscribed with Runes, from whose power the
result of the ceremony depended. This is not denied, as far as the Scandi-
navians are concerned ; it is therefore now only necessary to show that it is
true of the German tribes also. Hrabanus Maurus, writing at the beginning
of the ninth century, says (Ed. Colon. 1626, ii. 334) :—
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" Litteras quippe quas utuntur Marcomanni, quos nos Nordmannos vo-
camus, infra scriptas habemus ; a quibus originem qui Theodiscam loquuntur
linguam trahunt: cum quibus carmina sua, incantationesque ac divinationes
significare procurant, qui adhue paganis ritibus involvuntur."
He then gives his Marcomannic or Norman Runic Alphabet. The Cotton
MS. Tib. D. XVIII . furnishes another copy of them, with slight variations in
the forms and names of the Runes ; and with the following observation:—
" Hsec etenim literarum figurse in gente Nortmannorum feruntur primitus
inventse, quibus ob carminum eorum memoriam et incantationum uti adhuc
dicuntur: quibus et Runstafas nomen imposuerunt; ob id, ut reor, quod hiis
res absconditas vicissim scriptitando aperiebant."b
Who then are these Marcomanni or Nordmanni? The inhabitants of
Holstein, Stormaria and Ditmarsh, the Nordalbingii or Saxons north of the
Elbe, and the progenitors of our own Anglosaxon population. This will
appear from a few passages taken at random from ancient German chro-
nicles :—
" Nortliudi trans Albim sedentes."—(Ann. Laurish. A. D. 796.) where the
Annales Einhardi call them Saxones Transalbiani."—(Pertz. i. 184-5-G.)
" Inde iter agens partibus Albiee, in ipso itinere omnes Bargengauenses et
multi de Nordliudis baptizati sunt." — (Ann. Tiliens. A. D. 780. Pertz. i.
221.)
" Ad recipiendos qui de Nortliudis venerant Saxones."—(Ann. Tiliens. A.D.
799. Pertz. i. 221.) "Quosdam Saxones de Nordliudis recipiendos."—(Ann.
Einhard. A.D. 799. Pertz. i. 186.)
" Gens qusedam Aquilonaris, quam plerique Nordalbincos, alii usitatius
Normannos vocant."—(Fulcuin. De Gest. Abbat. Lobiens. cap. xvi. in Achery
Spicileg. 735.)
" Fuerunt parentes mandato ejus plebes Holzatorum, Sturmariorum, et
Marcomannorum. Vocantur autem usitato more Marcomanni gentes unde-
cumque collectse quse Marcam incolunt."—(Helmold. Chron. Slav, in Leib-
nitz. Script. Rer. Brunsw. ii. 593.)
l> It is au interesting coincidence that in Welsh the Alphabet was called " The lot of the Bards,"
Coelbren y Beirdd.
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" Saxonum populus quidam quos claudit ab Austro
Albia seiunctim positos aquilonis ad axem :
Hos Northalbingos patrio sermone vocamus." —
(Poema de Gest. Caroli Magni, A. D. 798. Hist. Franc. Script, ii. 160.
Ed. Paris, 1636.)
These Marcomannic Runes I shall hereafter show do resemble the Anglo-
Saxon, and do not resemble the Norse Runes, very closely. We have, there-
fore, evidence not only that the Germans attributed to these letters the
powers which the Scandinavians believed them to possess, but that, of the
Germans, the immediate progenitors of the Anglo-Saxons did so. A further
point of coincidence in the belief of the two races lies in this; that both
attributed the invention of the Runes to Odinn or Woden. In the Icelandic
Runa Capitul, Odinn says, " Nam ek up Runar' (I invented Runes).c In
the prose Anglo-Saxon dialogue of Salomon and Saturn, and also in
that of Adrian and Ritheus, the question is asked, " Saga me, hwa wrat
bocstafas serest ?" (Tell me, who first wrote letters ?) To which the answer
is, " Ic $e secge, Mercurius se gigant," (I tell thee, Mercurius the giant:)
in other words, and according to the interpretatio Romana, Woden the God:
for Woden is Mercuruis, as it is plainly stated by Paulus Diaconus (i. 9.)
" Wodan sane, quern adjecta litera Gwodan dixerunt, ipse est qui apud
Romanos Mercurius dicitur, et ab universis Germanise gentibus ut deus
adoratur." And again by the still earlier Jonas of Bobbio, who writes:
" Illi aiunt, deo suo Wodano, quern Mercurium vocant alii, se velle litare."
Hence also it is that " dies Mercurii" is Wodnesdaeg, and that Caesar could
say, Mercury was the principal God of the Teutons.
I have shown that the German Saxons shared with the Northmen, or Scan-
dinavians, the belief in the magical properties of Runes. But even till a late
period the same thing may be said of the Anglo-Saxons: Christianity,
though it laboured successfully to destroy these superstitions, and so success-
fully as to make it difficult for us to say to what extent they had prevailed,
has yet not been able to eradicate all traces of their former existence. Beda,
relating the adventures of a Saxon nobleman, made prisoner in the battle
c See also the following stanzas of the Runa Capitul, and particularly the Brynhild. Quid. I. 13.
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between Ecgfrith of Northumberland and Aetbilred of Mercia, A. D. 679, and
whose bonds fell off whenever his brother, who supposed him dead, cele-
brated mass for his soul,—adds that his captor believed the miracle to be
caused by his having magical Runes: " Interea comes qui eum tenebat,
mirari et interrogare ccepit quare ligari non posset; an forte literas soluto-
rias, de qualibus fabulse ferunt, apud se haberet, propter quas ligari non
posset." (Hist. Eccl. iv. 22.) The Saxon translation renders Literas solu-
torias, by alysendlice Rune.d Again, in Bedwulf, a person commencing a
flyting, which was likely to produce a quarrel, is said to " unbind the Rune
of war," onband beadurune, (1. 996.) In the poetical dialogue of Salomon
and Saturn, a very interesting passage occurs, which retains the feeling of
the old superstition, although the word run is not found in it. According to
the habitual practice of Christian times, the old heathen beliefs and usages
have sunk down into diabolical illusions—mere results of the agency of
the devil: among other things it is said of the fiends,—
" Hwilum hie gefetera'S By whiles they fetter
fseges monnes honda, the hands of the doomed, (fey)
gehefegaS Sonne he they make them heavy when he
set hilde sceall ought in war
wift laSwerud against the hostile troop
lifes tiligan : to provide for his life :
awrita'S hie on his waepne they write upon his weapon
waelnota heap, a crowd of fatal notes,
bealwe bocstafas: deadly letters:
bill forscrifa'S, they wear out the bill,
nieces mserSo." the glory of the sword.e
We can now understand why the Runes, which were the invention of
W6den, the secret character of the priests and prophetesses, the means of
pagan augury, and the necessary adjuncts to the Carmina diabolica of the
heathen, were proscribed by the Christian priesthood in every part of Europe;
d So Odinn says in the Runa Capital,—" That kann ek fiorda, ef mer fyrdar bera bavnd at
boglimom. Sva ek gel at ek ganga ma, sprettrmer af fotumm fioturr, en af havndum hapt."
e So Odinn says m the Runa Capital,—" Eggiar ek deyfi minna Andskota bitaj> f>eim vapn ne
velir."
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and why these laboured with an energy apparently disproportioned to the
necessity of the case, to introduce the Greek or Latin characters, together
with, and almost as a part of, Christianity. The Runes, in this view, are the
indigenous Pagan alphabet, as contrasted with the Greek characters intro-
duced by Ulfilas among the Goths, and called Msesogothic; the Latin cha-
racters introduced, probably by Augustine, into England, and called
Anglo-Saxon : misnomers which, in spite of the doctrine and practice of the
best scholars at home and abroad, still throw difficulties in the way of pub-
lishing our ancient monuments, by keeping up a respect for the barbarous
mediaeval forms of Greek and Roman letters, and saddling both editors and
readers with a trouble and an expense not compensated for by any cor-
responding advantage.
The hostility of the Christian Missionaries to the Runes, if it requires any
corroboration, may be proved by the assertion of the learrfed Bishop, before
cited; Svenonius says,—
" Videlicet maxime a Christianis est laboratum, ut scripta et monumenta
vetustatis gentilis penitus obruerentur, seterna oblivionis humo sepulta.
Quia videlicet persuasum erat, quamdiu vestigium cultus et characterum
antiquiorum, hominum animis obversaret, negotium conversionis non satis
procedere, hominibus ad pristinas praestigias pronis et facilibus. Ideoque,
ne obstrueret veritatis luminibus potestas tenebrarum, nee tamen ferret
rude vulgus subtiliorem, quam pro suo captu, usus ab abusu distinctionem,
et accederet zelus verbi ministrorum pontificiis consuetus, et cupido Ro-
manam ecclesiam omnibus modis pi*opagandi, literas Romanas, ut sanc-
tiores, Normannicis, tanquam gentili superstitione pollutis, commutare con-
sultum visum est. De quo facto meum judicium non requiri ut certd scio,
ita libenter contineo,"—(Stephanius, Not. Uber. p. 46.)
The authority of two such estimable prelates as our author and Esaias
Tegner will excuse a layman for lamenting that the ancient faith of our fore-
fathers had not fairer play. But this hostility being once admitted, how are
we to account for the undeniable fact, that at the very earliest period these
characters were used in England for Christian inscriptions ? It seems to me
that the only way of solving this intricate problem, is to assume, that the
earliest converts were the priests themselves ; which fact, astounding as it is,
2 x 2
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is rendered probable by positive evidence. If this were the case, they who
knew what the Runes really were, might have the less scruple in using
them, with or without the Roman characters. And, as nearly every inscrip-
tion we have must be referred to Northumberland, we find this the more in-
telligible, when we bear in mind, that before the close of the eighth century
Northumberland was more advanced in civilisation than any other portion
of Teutonic Europe.
With these general and very cursory remarks upon Runes in general, I
proceed to the immediate business of this paper, viz. the Anglo-Saxon Runic
alphabets and inscriptions. I have said that the Marcomannic Runes men-
tioned by Hrabanus Maurus were in fact identical with those of the Anglo-
Saxons. This will readily appear from a comparison of the characters them-
selves ; for which purpose I have given the alphabets from Hrabanus, and
the Cotton MS. Tib. D. x v m . (Plate XV. figs. 1 and 2.) Other copies of this
alphabet, some distinguished by important variations, may be seen in Hickes.
Thes. Gram. Isl. Tab. I. et II. 5. 12. Wormius de Lit. Runic, p. 46. 49.
Goldast. Antiq. Aleman. Tom. II. pt. i. Lazius de Migrat. Gent. p. 645.
Trithemius Polygraph. Lib. VI. p. 594. Purchas, Perigrin. I. cap. xvii.
p. 183 : and lastly, in Wilhelm Grimm's Book on German Runes.
In order to point out clearly the relation which the Marcomannic Runes
bear to our own, I proceed to give copies of two or three alphabets, which, to
the best of my knowledge, have never been published in this country ; and
some of which I have myself copied from the MSS. on the Continent; pre-
mising that Anglo-Saxon Runic alphabets, of very different degrees of ac-
curacy, are to be found in Hickes, Thes. Gram. Island. Tab. II. 2, 3, 6, 8, 9,
10. Gram. Anglo-Sax. Thes. p. 136.
No. 1. (PI. XV. fig. 3.) is from a MS. of Isidor, at Brussels, No. 155 : it
is printed for the first time in Archivarius Mone's Quellen und Forschungen.
No. 2. (PL XV. fig. 4.) from a MS. in the Conventual Library of St.
Gallen. No. 270. fol. 52.
No. 3. (PI. XV. fig. 5.) from the same MS. and page.
No. 4. (PI. XV. fig. 6.) from a MS. at Munich; printed by W. C. Grimm,
in the Wiener Jahrbiicher, &c. XLIII.
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No. 5. (PL XV. fig. 7.) from a MS. at Vienna. Salisb. No. 140, (formerly
No. 71,) printed in the same periodical.
No. 6. (PL XVI. fig. 8.) from a MS. at St. Gallen,No. 878, f. 321 ; printed
in W. C. Grimm, Ueber Deutsche Runen. Tab. II.
No. 7. (PL XVI. fig. 9.) from a MS. of Isidor at Paris ; from the same work.
No. 8. (PL XVI. fig. 10.) from a MS. in the Harl. Collect. No. 3017.
These will supply us with sufficient materials for any investigation in.
which Anglo-Saxon Runes only can possibly be concerned. The most instruc-
tive, however, of all the documents we possess on the subject, is the poem
printed by Hickes, Thes. Gram, Anglo-Sax, p. 135, from a MS. now unhappily
lost. As I know of no English translation of this, and William Grimm's version
is inaccurate in one or two points, I shall give one of my own. It is to be
observed, that the first word of every stanza is represented by the Rune
of which the word itself was the name. These, for convenience sake,
I have omitted in the text, where they stand one under another; and
have had them lithographed, one after another, in No. 9. (PL XVI. fig. 11.)
The only changes I have made in the text, are one or two grammatical
corrections, as urn for un, &c.—
" FEOH byS frofur Money is a consolation
fira gehwylcum ; to every man ;
seeal Seali manna gehwylc yet shall every man
miclum hit dselan, liberally distribute it,
gif he wile for Drihtne if he will that, before God,
domes hleotan. honour shall fall to his lot-
" UR byS anmod Bull is fierce
and oferhyrned, and horned above,
felafrecne deor the very bold beast
feohte'S mid hornum, fighteth with horns,
msere morstapa: a mighty stepper over the moors:
Sfet is modig wuht. that is a courageous creature.
" DORN byS }?earle scearp Thorn is very sharp
)»egna gehwylcum, to every man,
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anfengys yfel,
ungemetum
manna gehwyleum
"$e mid him rested.
" Os by$ odfruma
selcere sprsece,
wlsdomes wraSu,
und witena frofur,
and eorla gehwam
eadnys and tohyht.
" RAD byS on recyde
rinca gehwyleum
s&fte and swi"3hw8et,
Sam 'Se sitteS on ilfan
meare msegenheardum
ofer milpaSas.
" CBN by^ cwicera gehwam
cuS on fyre,
blac and beorhtlic
byrncS oftust,
•Saer hi aeSelingas
inne resta®.
" GIFU gumena byS
gleng and herenys,
wraSu and weor'Sscype;,
and wrsecna gehwam
Sr and setwist
«e byS 6«ra leas.
" W E N ne bruceS
•Se can weana lyt,
sares and sorge
bad to take hold of,
immeasurably severe
to every man
that resteth with him.
Mouth is the origin
of every speech,
the support of wisdom,
and comfort of councillors,
and to every man
blessing and confidence.
Saddle is in the house
to every man
soft and very bold,
for him that sitteth upon
the very strong horse,
over the mile-paths.
Torch is to all living
well known on fire5
pale and bright
it oftenest burneth,
where the nobles
rest them within.
Gift is of men
glory and exaltation,
support and honour,
and to every one
honour and sustenance,
that hath no other.
Hope he needeth not
that hath but little want,
soreness and sorrow,
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and him sylfa hsefS
blsed and blysse
and eac byrga gendht.
FLEGL byS hwitust corna,
hwyrft hit of heofones lyfte,
wealcaS hit windes scuras,
hit to waetere
" NYD byS nearu on breoste
bearnum,
he6 Seali
oft t6 helpe
and t6 hsele gehwae'Sre
gif hi his hlystaS jeror.
" Is byS oferceald,
ungemetum slidor;
glisna'S glseshluttur
gimmum gelicust,
fl6r forste geworuht,
fseger ansyne.
" GER byS gumena hiht,
Sonne God laeteS/
halig heofones cyning3
hrusan syllan
beorhte blseda
beornum and J?earfum.
" EOH bi« utan
unsm&Se treow,
heard, hrusan fsest,
hyrde fyres,
wyrtrumum underwre^yd,
wyn on
and hath himself
increase and bliss
and also the enjoyment of borrows.
Hail is whitest of grains,
it sweepeth from the lift of heaven,
the showers of the wind whirl it about,
afterwards it turneth to water.
Need is narrow in the breast
for the sons of men,
yet doth it become
often a help
and safety for any one
if they the sooner attend to it.
Ice is over-cold,
immeasurably slippery;
glittereth bright as glass
likest unto gems,
the plain wrought with frost
fair to behold.
Year is the hope of men,
when God letteth,
the holy king of heaven,
the earth give
her bright increase
to rich and poor.
Yew is outwardly
an unsmooth tree,
hard, fast in the earth,
the shepherd of fire,
twisted beneath with roots,
a pleasure on the land.
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PEORD byS symble
plega and hlehter
wlancum, Saer
wigan sitta^
on beorsele
S set somne.
" EOLHX secg eardaS
oftust on fenne,
weaxeS on waetere,
wundaS grimme,
blode breneS
beorna gehwylcne
•Se him ^enigne
onfeng gedeS.
" SIGEL ssemannum
symble by'S on hihte,
8onne hi hine feriaS
ofer fisces bae®,
oS hi brimhengest
bringe'S to lande.
" TIR byS tacna sum;
healda'S trywa wel
wr3 se^elingas:
a by^ on faerylde
ofer nihta genipu:
nsefre swiceS.
" BEORC byS blseda leas ;
berCS efne swa Seah
tanas butan tuddre:
by'S on telgum wlitig;
by'S 'Seah on helme
hyrsted fsegere,
Chessman is ever
play and laughter
to the proud, where
warriors sit
in the beer-hall
blithe together.
Sedge hath dwelling
oftest in the fen,
waxeth in water,
grimly woundeth,
burneth in the blood,
every man
that any way
toucheth it.
Sail to seamen
is always confidence,
when they bear it
over the fishes bath,
till them the sea-horse
bringeth to land.
Tir is a token ;
it holdeth confidence well
with nobles :
ever is it moving
over the darkness of night:
never it resteth.
Birch is fruitless;
nevertheless it beareth
twigs without increase;
it is beautiful in its branches
still it is at top
fairly adorned,
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geloden leafum,
lyfte getenge.
"" E H byS for eorlum
se'Selinga wyn,
hors hofum wlanc
•Sser him hsele'Sas ymb
welege on wicgum
wrixla'S spraece:
and by'S unstyllum
aefre frofur.
*' MAN by'S on myrg'Se
his magan leof;
sceal Seah anra gchwylc
6$rum swican,
for'Sam dryhten wile
dome sinum
•Sast earme flaisc
eor^an betsecan.
*' LAGU by'S leodum
langsum gej>uht,
gif hi sculun ne$an
on nacan tealtum,
and hi sae-y'Sa
swy'Se brega'S,
and se brimhengest
bridles ne gym's.
" ING waes Merest
mid East Denum
gesewen secgum;
oS he si'S'San eft
ofer w£eg gewat:
wsen sefter ran.
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laden with leaves,
heavy in the air.
Horse is for men
the joy of nobles,
steed proud of hoofs
where the heroes
wealthy on their horses
interchange speech:
and to the restless it is
ever a comfort.
Man is in mirth
dear to his kindred ;
and yet must every one
depart from other,
because the Lord will
by his doom
the wretched flesh
commit to earth.
Water to men
seemeth tedious,
if they must venture
on the unsteady boat,
and the sea waves
heavily whirl them,
and the sea stallion
heed not the bridle.
Ing was first
among the East Danes
seen by men;
till he afterwards again
departed over the wave :
his chariot ran behind him.
2 Y
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Bus heardingas
Sone ha?le nemdon.
EDEL byS oferledf
seghwylcum men,
gif he mot Saer rihtes
and gerysena
onbrucan on blode
blaedum oftast.
byS drihtnes sond,
deore mannum,
maere metodes leoht,
myrgS and t6hiht
eadgum and earmum,
eallum brice.
" Ac byS on eorSan
elda bearnum
fl&sces fodor,
fereS gelome
ofer ganotes bse®,
garsecg fandaS,
hwseSer ac hsebbe
treow.
oferheah
eldum dyre
sti'S sta^ule
stede rihte hylt,
•Seah him feohtanon
firas monige.
" YR byS ae'Selinga
and eorla gehwses
wyn and wyrSmynd,
Thus the warriors
named the man.
Native land is overdear
to every man,
if he there his rights
and befitting (honour)
may enjoy in his blood
oftest with increase.
Day is the Lord's messenger,
dear to men,
the glorious light of God,
mirth and consolation
to rich and poor,
useful to all.
Oak is on earth
to the sons of men
food of the flesh,
often he goeth
over the ganets bath,
tempteth the ocean,
he that hath oak
the noble tree.
Ash is over high
dear to men,
stiff in its station
well it holdeth its place,
although against it fight
many men.
Bow is of nobles
and of every man
joy and dignity,
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by$ on wicge fseger, it is fair on the horse,
faestlic on faerelde, firm in the expedition,
fyrdgearewa sum. part of warlike arms.
" IOR by*S eafixa (sum), Eel (?) is a river fish,
and Seah a brueeS yet ever enjoyeth
fddres on faldan, its food on the ground,
hafaS fsegerne eard a fair dwelling hath it
wsetre beworpen, surrounded with water,
SSaer he wynnum leofa'S. where it liveth in joy.
" EARf byS egle War is a terror
eorla gehwylcum, to every man,
Sonne faestliee when continually
fl&sc onginneS the flesh beginneth
hraw colian, the corpse to cool,
hrusan ceosan to choose the earth
blac to gebeddan, pale for its consort,
bleda gedreosaS, its joys depart,
wynna gewitaS, its pleasures vanish,
wera geswtcaS. it parteth from men.
The language, the introduction of Christian thoughts and words, and
someg ross blunders in the explanations given by the Anglo-Saxon poet him-
self, place the date of this composition at a late period. It nevertheless sup-
plies us with valuable information. Among the most striking mistakes may
be mentioned, the rendering given to Sigel. This, which in all the Teutonic
tongues denotes a gem or jewel,—in a secondary sense, the sun—is here
treated as if it were Segel, a sail/
' This obscure and mythological word appears to be one of the names of Ziu, Tiw, Ty'r, the Old
German, Anglo-Saxon, and Norse Mars. In some parts of Germany, Ertac is in use for Tuesday,
(Tiwesdaeg, Zistac,) an'd Eresberg is Mons Martis. (See, however, Grimm, Deutsche Mythologie,
p. 133, 134.)
S Were not Sigel neuter, the passage might still be construed properly; but the hi hine
feria'S, probably for hi him fara'Sj renders it impossible, without correcting the text, to suppose
that the writer meant anything but Segel. It is, however, to be observed that the genders are
almost continually neglected in the latter lines of each stanza.
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Now these, in all possible varieties which the caprice of individuals could
produce, are the Anglo-Saxon, as distinguished from the Swedish, Danish,
Norwegian and Icelandic Runes: and in these alone all the Anglo Saxon
inscriptions are written ; even as they are all, without exception, in dialects of
the Anglo-Saxon, totally free from admixture of Danish or any other tongue.
The first inscriptions I shall take are those found at the ancient Nor-
thumbrian settlement of Hartlepool. They occur on two gravestones, and have
already been engraved in the Archseologia, so that it will be unnecessary to
do more than give the readings of them. (PL XVI. fig. 12.) These are, first,
HILDIDRYD,
and second,
HILDDIGYD:
in which last name the second D is redundant, which led, no doubt, to the
G having been afterwards cut above the line.
The next (PI. XVI. fig. 13.) is a stone found in Dover, and also en-
graved in an earlier number of the Archseologia, (XXV. p. 604), but
not so successfully read as the Hartlepool inscriptions. Gisohtus, which
some one suggested, was as little to be found on the stones, as it was
possible for a Saxon to have borne the name. The truth is, that the
seventh character is an EA, and not a T : it requires, therefore, two slight,
strokes at the summit of the arms. The fifth character is an L, not an
O ; the last but one is an R, not a U ; and the last is a D, but could never
have been an S. The word is >{< GISLHEARD, which is a Saxon name.
The Bewcastle inscription (PI. XVI. fig. 14) is very easy to read, and has
been read with accuracy by William Grimm. At the same time it must be re-
membered, that the dialect of this and other inscriptions is one wlych at the
early period when these must have been cut, made the genitive singular in
as, and the dative in ce. The words are RICHES DRYHTNiES,h domini
potentis: there has, therefore, been either a portion of the inscription lost,
or the cross or pillar on which it stood was meant to be taken as part of the
legend :—thus, Signum Domini Potentis.
Whether this inscription, and the stone on which it was cut, stood alone,
h Rynas Dryhtnes, which some one suggested, and which has been translated Mysteria
Domini, labours under the disadvantage of not being Anglo-Saxon.
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or whether they formed part of some larger monument, I do not knoAV. But
there is at Bewcastle a pillar which is said to have been surmounted by a
cross, and on which the remains—and alas ! the hardly legible remains—of a
long Runic inscription, may still be traced. I beg to refer to the careful
copy of this, furnished by Mr. Howard, of Corby Castle, and published in the
fourteenth volume of the Archseologia. This Plate (XXXIV.) contains three
several portions of the inscription. Of fig. 1, but one letter, an R, is now
legible. Fig. 2, which contains indistinct traces of nine lines of Runes, and
of which the loss may be said to be irreparable, offers here and there a legible
letter or two, but no more. Fig. 3, on the contrary, is still in perfect pre-
servation : unfortunately, it supplies us with only one word, and that a
proper name—CYNIBURUG, or CYNIBURUH,1 which contains unques-
tionable evidence of great antiquity. (Fig. 15.) Who this lady was it would
be absurd to attempt to guess ; but I think that the fifth line of the inscrip-
tion in fig. 2 may also possibly have contained her name; while the second
line of the same, commencing with letters which apparently formed the word
CRIST, render it likely that this, as well as the Ruthwell pillar, was a Chris-
tian work. The most important deduction from the name I have read is,
that the inscription was an Anglo-Saxon, not a Norse one.
An inscription, printed in Whitaker's History of Richmondshire, vol. ii.
p. 229,1 shall, on this occasion, pass over. I do this on two grounds: first,,
because I question its being an Anglo-Saxon inscription, and still more
because I have not the slightest faith in its accuracy. It is absolutely ne-
cessary that we should have a better copy of it before we can attempt to
read it.
The Bridekirk inscription (Fig. 16.) is involved still in very great obscu-
rity, owing principally to the state of dilapidation in which the font obvi-
ously is, and which, in spite of Mr. Howard's careful delineation, (Arch. vol.
XIV. p. 113. and vol. XIX. p. 381.), leaves it very doubtful whether we have
all the letters before us. There have been various attempts made to read the
words, but none are satisfactory. Mr. Hamper's is the best, and he appears
to have seized the general sense of the inscription ; though in almost every
J
 Burug and byrug are the usual Northumbrian forms of the West-Saxon burh.
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word his want of accurate Anglo-Saxon betrays him into blunders. Of his
reading, as well as Bishop Nicolson's, it is enough to say, that no such
language ever existed as they find on this stone. In the state in which this
inscription now is I cannot pretend to certainty in my exposition, parti-
cularly as many of the Runes'are not in the usual Anglo-Saxon form, and
several letters are altogether obliterated.
To the name RICARD I object at once: it was not in use among the
Anglo-Saxons at all; and, had it been so, its form on this stone would have
been RICIHARD. Further, the third Rune is not the usual Anglo-Saxon C,
and the last rune is J>, not D. I now suggest, whether the figure that pre-
cedes the R is so certainly a cross, as Mr. Howard makes it, and whether,
in differing so widely as he does from older copyists, he is quite right.
Without seeing the stone myself, I will not decide upon this : but I should
suspect that close inquiry would furnish, in place of the cross, traces of the
Runes N M or N F*, viz. HE, or HM. I read the third Rune X G, and be-
lieve the J> to be the initial of the succeeding word. The first word, then,
is HERIGAR, or HiERIGAR. Immediately after the p is a space denoted
by dots, but which unquestionably was once filled with a letter: this I take
to have been an I or E; the next letter is a G, the next an N, and the
second word is DEGN. The next character, instead of being a com-
pounded rune, is a G; it is followed by an abrasion, where a portion of a
Rune once stood: coupling this with the remnant of a letter still extant,
it is most probable that the whole Rune was M, that is E. The next cha-
racter, which was not and could not be C or G, probably has lost a slight
stroke at the summit, and was a W. The next Rune but one, I take, as
all my predecessors have, to be ft, that is O. The next must have been an
H; for it could not be a C, nor unchanged could it be a G: Mr. Hamper
would have it an F, reading GEGROFT, which word he justifies by an
inscription on a ring engraved in Hickes's Thesaurus. (Prsef. p. xiii.)
But Gegroffc is not and could not be a Saxon word; the verb gegra-
fan, to engrave, making its preterite gegrof, and it being utterly im-
possible for a T to be appended to any such preterite.k The final T,
k
 The reading of the inscription in Hickes is as follows: ^U AeSred mec ah. Eanred mec agrof. A
That is, iESred owns* me, Eanred carved me.
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not TE, is admitted; and I believe the dots which follow it, coupled
with the strokes* that remain, to have been an M, that is E. The third
word then would be GEWROHTE. The next word must be a mere guess,
the first and last letters being now obliterated: it is possible that it may
have been Pi 1s fc l^, UTiEL, a name of frequent occurrence among the sig-
natures of Anglo-Saxon charters. The next letter is clearly a p: then follow
the fragments of wh at seems to have been an , E ; G and N are plain,
and we again have the word DEGN. The next word is also merely made
up of guesses; it being obvious that this part of the inscription is hope-
lessly abraded. The first letter I suppose to have been an I ; the next is an
R: the third, which varies much in the several copies, seems to have been
an ill-formed M, M; I venture to guess that the next was an U: N and R
are plain: the dots probably once made an I : K is plain. The next, which
looks like an R, might still easily be an Y: the dots I take to have repre-
sented an S :—the word so guessed at is IRMUNRICYS. Supplying the E,
which is wanting in the second place of the next word, we have GEBROHT,
or, as it may be, G E B R O H T T E ; and the whole inscription will be
HERIGAR DEGN GEWROHTE. VTMh DEGN IRMUNRICYS
GEBROHTE.
This interpretation, I fairly confess, is anything but satisfactory to myself:
all that it can claim for itself is, that it is Anglo-Saxon, which no other ex-
planation hitherto published, is. The meaning is,
" Heregar the Thane wrought it. Utel, Eormanric's Thane,
brought it."
I now proceed to an inscription which has long been considered as hope-
less, and which no doubt is very difficult. But the difficulties arise merely
from the dilapidated state of the stone, by which large portions of the
writing have been lost: what remains entire is as easy to read as any in-
scription can be expected to be. I allude to the Cross at Ruthwell, on the
Scottish Border. This noble monument, which has been rescued by the
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Rev. Mr. Duncan from the further ravages of neglect, has been several times
described, with more or less accuracy. I use the copy of the inscription
given by Hickes in his Thes. Gram. Isl. Tab. IIII.; by Gordon in his Itinera-
rium Septentrionale, p. 160; and lastly the accurate and beautiful delineation
furnished by Mr. Duncan to the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, and
engraved for their Archseologia, 1834, Pt. II.
It is a lamentable thing that no early copy should have been made of
this before the sacrilegious fury of the Presbyterian iconoclasts, in 1642,
caused the Cross to be flung down, and deprived us, probably for ever, of the
hope of supplying the missing portion of the inscription. But it is also
very strange that none of our philologists and antiquaries have so much as
attempted to give any thing like a reasonable account of the few lines we
have : that Hickes should have shrugged his shoulders at them, and William
Grimm shaken his head, and passed on. Two learned Icelanders, however,
with great valour, if not much discretion, have appeared in the field, to shame
both England and Germany ; Finn Magnusen in Copenhagen, and Repp in
Edinburgh, have thrown down the gauntlet to the degenerate antiquaries of
England; with what success we shall see hereafter. The plate of the Ruth-
well Cross (Fig. 17, PI. XVII.) requires some little explanation. III. is one of
the two corresponding broad faces of the pillar ; I. and II. on the contrary, are
the sides, which are not quite so broad as the faces. The broader faces
are sculptured with various scriptural subjects, in compartments ; and on
the spaces which separate one relief from the other, are inscriptions in Latin
characters, referring to the subject matter of each compartment. These in-
scriptions begin, over the head of the figure, to the left, descend along the
right side, and then return to the top of the left side. The centre figure on
each side appears to be the principal one, and is rather the largest. One of
these represents Christ glorified and trampling on the fiends, represented by
swine; the other depicts Mary Magdalene washing the feet of the Saviour.
Round the latter is the inscription >J< ATTVLIT ALABASTRVM
VNGVENTI ET STANS RETROSECVS PEDES EIVS LACRIMIS COE-
PIT RIGARE PEDES EIVS ET CAPILLIS CAPITIS SVI TERGEBAT.
The corresponding inscription on the other face is as follows : >$< IHS. XPS
, Amn.j>tefo im.-p.
Mr*
nx
lit
DUNCAN [D]
ill.
iS^pni^VfTffiaBS1;
ICO
) ^
-J5
(col'
>n
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IVDEX AEQVITATIS SERTO SALVATOREM MVNDI BESTIAE ET
DRACONES COGNOVERVNT INDE.
The two sides of the cross have also their sculpture and inscriptions. The
former reaches unbroken up to the level of the top of the principal compart-
ment on the broad faces: the continuation of it above this seems to have
been an after-thought, as the arabesques are interrupted by the raised edge,
and the execution of the upper portion is said to be inferior. It is along the
raised edges of the sides that the Runic inscription is cut, which we are now
to investigate; a matter which would hardly have presented any difficulty
had the lowest part of the stone not been defaced, and so the connecting
lines of the inscription obliterated. And what then is the meaning and
object of this Runic inscription ? Repp says it records the grant of a font,
which he calls a Christ-bason (!) and of some cows and lands in Ashlafardhal,
a place that never existed, by the advice of the Monks or Fathers of Therfuse,
a monastery of which no one ever heard. Professor Finn Magnusen
improves on his learned countryman—makes the cross out to be the record
of Ashlof s marriage settlements, gives us chapter and verse for Ashlof, with
a full account of her birth, parentage and education, and winds up 105
stupendous pages, by composing a chapter of Anglo- Saxon history, such as
I will take upon myself to say was never ventured before by the wildest
dreamer even in Denmark. I should not be doing the learned Professor
justice, if I did not quote his translation at full length. Here it is :—" I, Offa
Woden's kinsman, transfer to Eska's descendant, to you two the property,
field, meadow, give we Ashlof! The words of the noble T below make
known. To Erinc young promised she riches, estates good; I for the
marriage feast prepare in the mean time. Received he now,—the noble
spoke,—the gift, and aye preside in the hall over the guests ! I have mag-
nanimity, I bring rings These three estates Erincred
possesses. Christ was among when to all we gave all that they owned—
the married pair: At their home, the rich women's, you were a guest, their
down dwelling Give every the advice is willing (willingly given).
Back spoliation, if yet living on earth ! Well the iEtheling possesses now me
this property. Saw I us my Son ! Every where again rule !" The italics
are, no doubt, put in to show the scrupulous accuracy with which the trans-
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lation has been made; and by their help it seems indeed to run on all fours :
unluckily there is not one word of it on the pillar.
Now it is very remarkable, that both Repp and Magnusen have read the
mere letters with tolerable accuracy: it is- only when they come to divide
them into words, that their good star deserts them. This can arise from
nothing but their Danish prepossessions and imperfect acquaintance with
Anglo-Saxon and its northern dialects. Hence Repp amuses himself with
jumbling Dansk and Anglo-Saxon together; one word of one language,
one word of another, just as may best make out his story of the Christ-
bason : while Magnusen plumes his wings for a higher flight; and, having
invented an Offa, Erincred and Eska, a history and a wedding, completes his
large plan by inventing a new language, in which he says the inscription is
written, and a people, by whom he says the language was spoken.
The inscription is in the usual Anglo-Saxon Runes, in that Anglo-Saxon
dialect which was spoken in Northumberland in the eighth and ninth centu-
ries, and the fragments of it which remain contain a few couplets of a religious
poem relating to the events represented in the two principal compartments,
viz. the washing the Saviour's feet by Mary Magdalene, and the glorification
of Christ through his passion. Having said thus much of its general
meaning, I proceed to illustrate it more in detail; and I only regret that the
want of a fount of Anglo-Saxon Runes prevents me from placing the letters
side by side. I shall, however, follow the tables seriatim, using Hickes's,
Gordon's, or Duncan's readings, in proportion as one seems more accurate
than the other.
Fig. I.—On the right-hand margin of the compartment, above the horizontal
line, in a different position from all the rest of the inscription, stand the
letters D (orM) iEGISGiE.h On the transverse rim across the shaft stand
the four Runes, GERE.
h
 These letters have been left entirely out of consideration, partly because it is very questionable
whether they formed part of the original inscription : but still more because, from the ruined
state of the stone, their connexion with any other Runes is now impossible to be made out.
IS
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On the left hand margin are these letters :
I.
1. IKR
2. IIKN
3. ,EKR
4. NING
5. KHI
6. FUN
7. ^ESH
8. LAF
9. ARD
10. HiEL
11. DAIK
12. NIDA
13. RST^E
14. BISM
J5. MRED
16. EUNG
17. KET
18. MEN
19. BA.<ET
20. GMD
21. I IK
22. ^ITHB
23. JEDI
24. BIST
25. UMI
26. » H
For convenience of reference, I have given copies of the inscription ac-
cording to Hickes and Gordon. PL XVIII. figs. 18 and 19.
I. 1.1. Previous to these characters, which are placed two lines lower than
the transverse margin, Hickes and Gordon place the fragments of letters
now illegible. I shall assume by and by, that the last of these was an M.
1. ;). Duncan gives a very ill-formed and doubtful R, Hickes a distinct one.
On the right hand margin, these;
II.
1. DM
2. HI
3. NiE
4. GA
5. MM
6. LD
7. EL
8. TTI
9. GTH
10. AH
11. EW
12. AL
13. DE
14. AN
15. GA
16. LG
17 UG
18. 1ST
J9. IGA
20. MOD
21. IGF
22. ORE
23. MEN
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as the last letter. Gordon reads U : there can be no question but that it is
a Y. 1. 5. Hickes reads the last letter as T ; Duncan and Gordon have I,
which is right. 1. 8. The initial L, wanting in Duncan, is very clear in
the other two copies. The second letter, doubtful in Gordon, and rather O
than A in Duncan, is certainly A in Hickes. 1. 9. A in Hickes, doubtful in
Gordon, but probably also A ; M in Duncan. 1. 12. NI clear in Hickes and
Duncan, in Gordon only two strokes. 1. 13. M clear in Hickes and Gordon,
abraded in Duncan. 1. 14. BI very distinct in Hickes and Gordon, wanting
altogether in Duncan. 1. 15. MD clear in Hickes, the last letter doubtful in
Gordon, the two last in Duncan. 1. ] 6. E doubtful in Gordon, but very clear
in Duncan; in Hickes the whole line omitted. 1. 19. in Gordon the three
last letters doubtful; in Duncan the last is rather L than T, which Hickes
reads rightly. 1. 20. Gordon reads the first letter clearly: Hickes and
Duncan omit it. 1. 21. Gordon and Hickes have the first letter, which
Duncan omits. 1. 22. The rest is found only in Duncan.
II. 1. 4. Hickes GA, Gordon and Duncan rather GO. 1. 5. M Gordon, A
Hickes and Duncan. 1. 7- The last letter in Hickes and Gordon and Duncan
resembles an L; it probably has lost the lower stroke, and should be read M.
1. 8. The first letter is clearly a T in Hickes, but is very confused in Gordon
and Duncan : I suggest an S. 1. 10. The last letter doubtful in Duncan, but
very clear in Gordon and Hickes. 1. 14. A clear in Duncan and Hickes,
doubtful in Gordon. 1. 20. The second letter A in Duncan, M in Hickes, O
in Gordon. 1. 22. nearly lost in Duncan, JERE in Hickes, ORE in Gordon.
1. 23, only in Duncan.
The letters above the transverse line, I leave out of the question altogether,
believing them to have nothing to do with the rest of the inscription; to be
very probably a later addition; and even if not so, to be now so isolated from
their context as to be unintelligible. The first line on the left I read thus:
MIK. RIIKN.E KYNINGK. HIFUN/ES HLAFARD. H^LDA
IK NI DARST.E. BISMJ3REDE UNGKET MEN. BA JET GJEB[R]E.
IK[N]ID BiEDI BIST[E] ME [D] : that is,
me. The Powerful King, the Lord of Heaven, I dared not hold.
They reviled us two, both together. I stained with the pledge of crime
Now commencing with the transverse line, and continuing down the right
hand column, the words run thus :
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GERED.E HINiE. GAM^ELDiE. ESTIG DA HE WALDE. AN GALGU
GISTIGA. MODIG FORE MEN : that is,
prepared himself: he spake benignantly when he would go up upon the cross,
courageously before men
Proceeding now to the other side of the cross, and taking first the left
hand column, next the transverse rim ^. CIST WiES ON, and then the
right hand column, we have the following letters :
Left hand margin.
1. MI
2. THS
3. IRE
4. LU
5. MG
6. IW
7. UN
8. BMD
9. ALE
10. GDU
11. NHLE
12. HINTE
13. LIMW
14. ORIG
16. STO
17- DDU
18. NHIM
19. at
20. 9* MS
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
D
rW
Right hand margin.
1. RO
2. DI
3. HW
4. ETH
5. RiE
6. THE £3
7. RF
8. USiE
9. FEAR
10. RAN
11. CWO
12. MU«iE
13. THTHIL
14. iETIL
15. ANU
16. MIC
17. TH.ETA
18. LB^IH
19. JB
20. SM
21. IKWtf
22. SMm
23. GAw
24. GUM
25. G*
26. RO
27- DH
28. A
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I. 1. 3. All the copies read IRE. I believe a cross stroke over the I to have
been lost, and read TRE. 1. 4. The L, which is partially abraded in Duncan,
is clear in Gordon and Hickes. 1. 8. A in Duncan, M in Gordon and
Hickes. 1. 9. M in Hickes, A in Gordon and Duncan. 1. 13. MIM in
Hickes, LIM in Gordon and Duncan. 1. 14. O in Gordon and Duncan, G in
Hickes. 1. 15. Duncan and Hickes read the first letter I, Gordon distinctly
N, which I prefer, on palseographical grounds : the word makes equally good
sense whether we take it to be the nom. pi. which would be the case with
Duncan's reading, or the ace. sing, with Gordon's. 1. 20. and the rest only
in Duncan, and very mutilated.
II. Transverse line. The cross before the words is indistinct in Duncan.
1. 12. The last letter, which in Hickes and Gordon is distinctly M, has lost
the lower stroke in Duncan, and appears like an L. 1. 15. Duncan and
Gordon clearly an A; Hickes perhaps an M. The second letter clear in
Duncan and Hickes; doubtful in Gordon. 1. 17- The second letter distinctly
M in Hickes and Gordon, but A in Duncan; the third letter doubtful in
Hickes, clear in Gordon and Duncan. 1. 18. The first letter is perfectly
distinct in Hickes and Gordon, but doubtful in Duncan. From 1. 19 is found
only in Duncan, and from the state of dilapidation of the stone, can only be
guessed at. The inscription then I read thus;
I. MITH STRELUM GIWUND^ED. ALEGDUN HLE HIN^E. LIM-
WERIGN.E, GISTODDUN HIM
wounded with shafts. They laid him down, limb-weary. They stood by
him
II. >%t KRIST WMS ON RODI. HWETHR^E THER FUS.E. FEARRAN
KWOMU. J E T H T H I L ^ E TI L J E N U M . IK THiET AL BIH SM
IK W(TE)S MI(D) GA(L)GU M( ) ROD. HA. .
Christ was on the Cross. Lo ! There with speed, came from afar nobles to
him in misery. I that all behfeld .) I was with the cross
Before I leave this noble monument of Anglo-Saxon antiquity, I shall take
the liberty of making a few philological remarks on the versification and
language, the latter of which is in fact the strongest proof of the accuracy
of my reading. We have portions of four columns of verse, which must be
thus arranged:
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mik.
Riikne kyningk
hifunses hlafard
hselda ik ni darstse
bismserede ungket
men
ba setgsed(r)e
ik (n)i^ Sbsedi bist-
(e)me(d) . . .
geredse
hinse gamseldse
estig 'Sa he walde
an galgu gistiga
m6dig fore
men
mid strelum gi-
wundaed
alegdun hise hinze
limwerigne
gistoddun him . .
>J< Krist wees on
r6di
hweSrae ther fusse
fearran cwomu
se'S'Silge ti lsenum
ic that albih(e61d)
sse(.
ic w(se)s mi(d)
ga(l)gu
se (...) rod . ha . .
Fragmentary as these lines are, the alliteration is perfectly obvious in the
first, third, and fourth columns. The second has none in the third and
fourth lines, which is sufficient ground for believing that the suggestion
ESTIG is not altogether accurate ; it requires a word commencing with G :
but I could suggest none that would not do violence to the traces of letters
which remain, beyond the fair liberty of interpretation. The dialect of these
lines is that of Northumberland in the seventh, eighth, and even ninth
centuries, and from the mass of Northumbrian documents which we possess
is capable of an easy comparison. The first characteristic peculiarity is the
ce for e in the oblique cases, and which I have observed in the contempora-
neous MS. of Cuftberht's letter, at St. Gallen, from which, as a singular and
noble monument of language, I cite the words quoted by the dying Beda:
Fore the neidfaerae Before the necessary journey
naenig uuiurthit no one is
thonc-snotturra wiser of thought
than him tharf sie than he hath need,
to ymbhycgannae to consider
aer his hiniongae before his departure,
huaet his gastae what for his spirit
godaes aeththa yflaes of good or evil
setter deothdaege after the death-day
doemid uuieorthae. shall be doomed.
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This, which is strictly organical, and represents the uncorrupted Gothic
Genitive in as and dative in a, as well as the Old Saxon forms of the sub-
stantive, is evidence of great antiquity: it was one of the first forms that
perished as the language became what is somewhat questionably called
improved and polished. Till the middle of the ninth century this is found
in Northumberland and Kent: and so also the a for the usual West-Saxon
o, in Hlafard, generally Hlaford, but which here in col. I has the archaic
form. But that which is perhaps the most characteristic of the Northum-
brian dialect is the formation of the infinitive in a or ce, instead of an. We
have two instances of this, namely hselda in the first and gistiga in the second
column: but this, which is essential to the dialect, and in which it resembles
the old Norse and Frisic, is so sure a test that it is enough of itself to decide
upon the true locality of any inscription or manuscript.1 The Durham
book (MS. Cott. Nero, D. iv.) has I believe throughout but one single verb
which makes its infinitive in an, and that is the anomalous verb bian, to
be, even wosa and wiortha following the common rule. I subjoin a few
examples:
geboeta emendasse. gebrenga traducere. geceasa captari. unclaensia inquinare.
geceyga vocare. gecoma, gecumae, gecyma venire. gecuoCSa dicere.gedoema ar-
bitrari. gedoa. facere. druncnia mergi. fordoa perdere. gedeigla abscondi. seteaua
ostendere. eatta manducare. oferfara transire. ondfoa accipere. geflitta conten-
dere. gegema corrigere. forgeafa ignosci. gehera servire. huerfa mutuari. gehera
audire. gehyda abscondi. habba habere. geleda traducere. eftarisa resurgere.
astiga ascendere. spreca loqui. sealla dare, gese&videre. onsaca abnegari. wrSsaca
repelli. gespreca loqui. sueria jurare. efttotea retrahere. gewuna tnanere.
wutta nosce. wosa esse.weortha, esse gewyrca facere. gewiga postulare. gewrixla
mutare. 'Serhwunia perseverare. gej>enca cogitare. gej>olegajtja£*.
The Durham Ritual, now in course of publication by the Surtees Club,
contains equally strong evidence of the real form of the Northumbrian
infinitive.
i This has been attributed to Danish influence, because about the beginning of the ninth century
the Danes began to ravage Northumberland. To this I answer, that it is universal in the Northum-
brian monuments anterior to the Danish invasion. For its Frisic origin much more may be said;
but it is generally forgotten that Procopius names the Frisians among the earliest Teutonic
colonists of Britain. Throughout this paper I beg to observe that I use Northumbrian in the An-
glo-Saxon, and not the English, meaning of the word.
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The word Hifunses differs from the usual Anglo-Saxon form Heofones ; but
the variation is a proof only of antiquity. The Gothic word Sibuns, seven, in
like manner became first Sifun, then Seofon or Seofen. Just so here, the
Gothic word Hibuns, which once existed, first became Hifun, afterwards
Heofon and Heofen.
The word Ungket is another incontrovertible proof of extreme antiquity;
having to the best of my knowledge never been found but in this passage.
It is the dual accusative of the first pronoun personal Ic, and corresponds to
the very rare dual of the second personal pronoun, Incit, which occurs
twice in Csedmon, p. 165 and p. 174, and from which James Grimm long ago
predicted the appearance of this uncit, at some time or other. (Deut. Gramm.
I. p. 781.)
Walde, in column 2, is the Northumbrian form of the more usual wdlde, I
would. It is of universal occurrence in the Durham Evangeles and the other
Northumbrian documents, as well as the negative Nalde, I would not, more
commonly ndlde.
The termination -un for -on is further evidence of antiquity, and, though
not by any means confined to Northumberland, was of constant use there.
The only word which remains to be noticed is Fearran, in col. 4, instead of
the more usual feorran. This, however, is no inaccuracy, but the common
Northumbrian form, continually occurring in the Durham Evangeles and
Ritual. Cwomu for Cwomun in the same line can only be looked upon as a
piece of carelessness, since the stone shews no sign of abrasion here, and no
dialect of Anglo-Saxon could omit this final N. The Norse did indeed omit it,
but I beg once and for all to say that Norse forms have nothing whatever to do
with Anglo-Saxon inscriptions. It was by trusting to Norse forms that
Thorkelin misread every line and mistranslated nearly every word of Beowulf.
It is by trusting to Norse forms that Dr. Repp has plunged himself into his
ludicrous Christ-bason, and that Finn Magnusen has recorded his own rash-
ness throughout 105 of the most adventurous pages I ever remember to
have read. One word more : this, like every other Anglo-Saxon composition,
is as strict in its grammar and its grammatical forms as any passage from
any Greek or Latin classic : and in construing such compositions just as little
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can be left to chance as we leave to chance in rendering sentences from
Thucydides or Cicero.
I shall not attempt now to investigate any other inscription, as I am not
aware of there being any which are written in Anglo-Saxon : and I therefore
hasten to say a few words of the use of Runes in manuscripts. This is
confined for the most part to MSS. of late date, and periods when paganism
had long ceased to be connected with this alphabet. The first and simplest
use of them is where they serve the purpose of a kind of short-hand, the
figure of the Rune being written instead of the word which was its name.
Thus the priest who wrote the interlinear glosses to the Rushworth Book,
now in the Bodleian Library, meaning to write Fcerman presbyter J>as boc
gloesede, uses the Runic M (MAN) instead of the three last letters of his
name. So again in Beowulf (11. 1035. 1819.) we twice find the Rune ESel
instead of the word, apparently introduced for no purpose on earth but to
save the transcriber the trouble of writing the word at length. And so in
the Durham Ritual the words dceg and man are, almost without exception,
replaced by the Runes bearing those names. There are two passages in
Anglo-Saxon poems which introduce several such characters in this way, but
with a definite object, to which I will call attention. In the Vercelli MS. is
contained a long poem on the finding of the Cross by the Empress Helena:
after the close of the poem, and apparently intended as a tail-piece to the
whole book, comes a poetical passage consisting of one hundred and sixty
lines, in which the author principally refers to himself, and after a refer-
ence to his own increasing age and the change from the strength and
joyousness of youth, he breaks out into a moralizing strain, in which he
concludes his work. The following lines, containing Runes, form a portion
of this poem.
A wses ssec 08 Sset Ever till then was the man
cnyssed cearwelmum, tossed with the waves of care,
h • drusende, the bold one, sinking,
Seali he in medohealle though in the meadhall he
ma'Smas J>ege, received treasures,
eeplede gold; dappled gold;
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f?l. gnornode, he lamented his misery,
1-. gefera the enforced comrade
nearusorge dreah, suffered close sorrow,
enge rune, a narrow mystery,
•Seer him M. fore when the steed before him
milpa'Sas mset, measured the mile paths,
modig J?rsegde, boldly hastened,
wirum gewlenced. adorned with wires.
V . is geswiSrad Hope is violated
gomen aefter gearum, pleasure after years,
ge ego's is gecyrred, youth is departed,
aid onmedla: his ancient pride :
H . wses geara of old it was
geogo Shades gleam, the exultation of youth,
nu synt geardagas now are the days of life
sefter fyrstmearce after the appointed time
for'Sgewitene, departed,
lifwynne geliden, life-joys slid away,
swa. l^  . toglide'S, as water glideth,
f!6das gefysde. floods hastened.
P . seghwam biS Money is to every one
laene under lyfte. mean under the heaven,
landes fraetwa the ornaments of the land
gewitaS under wolcnum, etc. depart under the welkin, etc.
The extreme rudeness and abruptness of these lines, and the apparent
uselessness of the Runes, led me to suspect that there was more in them than
merely met the eye. And this I found to be the case: for on taking the
Runes out of the context, using them as single letters and uniting them in
one word, they supplied me with the name CYNEWULF, undoubtedly no
other than the author of the poems. It was now with the utmost interest
that I read the following passage from the still more celebrated Codex
Exoniensis, fol. 19, b.
Sser monig beoS There shall many be
on gemot laeded, led into the meeting,
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fore onsyne
&ces deman.
Donne h cwaca'S; gehyra"3
cyning mse'Slan,
rodera ryhtend sprecan
re'Se word Sam 8e him
Eer in worulde
wace hyrdon,
J>endan R 7 +
y£ast meahtan
frofre findan.
Daer sceal forht monig
on Sam wongstede
werig bidan,
hwset him sefter dsedum
d6man wille
wra"Sra wita.
bi'S se Y scsecen,
eorSan frsetwa;
H wses longe
f* flodum bilocen,
lifwynna dsel,
F on foldan;
•Sonne frsetwe sculon
byrnan on bsele, &c.
before the face
of the Eternal Judge.
Then shall the bold quake; shall hear
the king discourse,
the Ruler of the Heavens speak
stern words to them who him
before that in the world
weakly (ill) obeyed,
while misery and need
might most easily
find consolation.
There shall many a one in terror
on that plain
weary await,
what to him after his deeds
[God] shall adjudge
of angry penalties.
Hope hath departed,
the treasures of earth ;
long was it of old
surrounded with the sea-streamse,
a portion of the joy of life,
money on the earth;
then shall treasures
burn in fire, etc.
Here then we have the same Runes, and that in a passage which bears a
remarkable similarity in the thoughts and images to the one last cited : only
the Rune M. i. e. E, is wanting, from which we may conclude that at least
one couplet is lost. I cannot here bestow space upon a long argument to
show who this Cynewulf was : I believe him to have been the Abbat of
Peterborough of that name, who flourished in the beginning of the eleventh
e
 The Anglo-Saxons believed the world to be inclosed within four (or two seas), fresh and salt,
hence the constantly recurring phrase, be saem tweonum, etc, etc.
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century, who was accounted in his own day a celebrated poet, both in Latin
and Anglo-Saxon, whose works have long been reputed lost, but whose
childish ingenuity has now enabled us with some probability to assign to him
the authorship of the Vercelli and Exeter Codices.
It is more to my purpose to show how the use of the Runes has degenerated.
I have twice rendered C6n, by " the bold:" now this strictly speaking could
not be done : for in the first place the adjective answering to our wordft een
js not cen but cene : and in the next place, c£n denotes a torch, as is apparent
not only from the context in the Rune poem, but from the old German
Glosses, Kero. 126. fax, fachla edo, ken. Paris Glosses, fax: facia, then.
(Diutiska. I. 225.) In this case then it is clear that some license was taken
by the poet, and that, if the word was one very nearly resembling the name
of the Rune, he thought himself at liberty to use this, although in a sense
which the name of the Rune really never bore. In the same way in the
Exeter Book the rune Wen, which properly denotes hope, is used for the word
of the same sound, but different spelling, denoting a waggon (ween. N.E.
wain). And so in the two passages now under consideration Ur, which strictly
signifies the Urus or Bull bison of the German forests, is merely used for the
same sounding word ur (of old). ,
Not content with having once already given us this acrostic of his name,
the poet repeats it at a later period in the Exeter book, and in a manner
which renders it very difficult to translate the lines,so great is their obscurity.
Donne me gedsela'S Then for me shall part
deorast ealra, the dearest of all,
sibbe toslitaS their relationship shall sever
sinhiwan tu, the two consorts,
micle modlufan ; their great love ;
min sceal of lice then shall from the body
sawul on siSfset, my soul upon its journey,
nat ic sylfa hwider, I know not myself whither,
eardes uncy'S'Su, what unknown land,
of sceal ic Jrissum I must from this
secan oSerne, another dwelling seek,
ajrgewyrhtum, according to my old doings,
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gongan iudsedum.
Geomor hweorfeS
h.R».7. + .
cyning br3 re'Se,
sigora syllend,
•Sonne synnum fah
. M . F . 7 . n .
acle bidaS,
hwset him sefter daedum
d6man wille
lifes td leane.
J .^ P . beofaS,
seoma'S sorgcearig,
synna wunde;
sar eal gemon
Be ic sttS o««e &r
geworhte in worulde,
•Sset ic w6pig sceal
tearum msenan.
go according to my ancient deeds.
Sadly will wander
C, Y and N,
stern will be the king,
the giver of glory,
then stained with sins
E, W and U
in terror will abide,
what to them after their deeds
he will doom
as retribution for their life.
L, F will tremble,
sorrowful they will lour,
with the wound of sins ;
the pain I shall all remember
which I before or since
wrought in the world,
that shall I with weeping,
moan with tears.
It is evident here that the poet literally means to use the letters that make
up his name, and that he does not introduce them as words, which he had
done in the passages previously quoted.
This riddling use of the Runes brings us to a common practice in the
Exeter Book : it is well known that many pages of that collection are filled
with senigmas. Now some of these are rendered even more obscure by the
introduction of these characters. Many of these I must confess remain
unexplained; but with one or two I have been more successful, and it may
not be uninteresting to give the explanation of what our simple-minded fore-
fathers may have exercised their wits upon, ten centuries ago.
The first of these riddles is engraved by Hickes, Thes. Gr. 1st. Tab. VI.
Ic seah 1 R K N
hygewloncne
I saw a SROH (horse),
proud of spirit,
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heafodbeorhtne, bright of head,
swiftne ofer sselwong swift over the level plain
swi'Se ]?rsegan; strongly run;
hsefde him on hrycge he had upon his back
hilde)>ry3e ^ £ M, a NOM (man) bold in war,
nsegledne rad. a studded saddle.
N 1-MF widlast The wide wandering ANEW(waggoner)
ferede ryne, bore in his course,
strong on rade, strong in his saddle,
r6fne h tt P tf K N a proud KOFOAH (hawk);
for wees Sy beorhtre the brighter was the passage
swylcra sMset. the journey of such.
Saga hwset ic hatte. Say what is my name !
The second, which is of the same kind, occurs also in the same book.
Ic swiftne geseah I beheld swift
on swaSe feran on the swathe to go
M % n N ic ane geseah a DNU H (hound): alone I saw
idese sittan. a lady sit.
I will not venture to say what may be the meaning attempted to be
conveyed in either of these riddles, although my present impression is that
both contain mythological allusions. But the Runes in them made them
riddles to the eye as well as ear, and till the meaning of the Cabalistical
characters themselves was ascertained, it was hopeless to attempt the solution
of the difficulty. This was increased in these cases by the Runic words being
written backwards, that is from right to left. Thus in the first line of the
first riddle SROH for HORS, afterwards NOM for MON, ANEW for WENA,
and KOFOAH for HAOFOK : and in the second, DNUH for HUND.f
The practice of writing the name of the person who had composed or tran-
scribed a book, in Runic characters, is not uncommon either at home or
f
 Professor Finn Magnusen, in an essay on the Runic Inscription at Blekingen, states that those
Runes also are to be read from right to left. This may be : but I do not at all subscribe to the
professor's readings, which appear to me to rest solely on a total misconception of a passage in
Saxo Grammaticus. This, their proper business, I leave to the antiquaries of Denmark.
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abroad. The length to which this paper has already extended forbids my wast-
ing time and space upon so intrinsically unimportant a portion of my subject:
but it may be worth while to give the reading of a few of these colophons.
No. 1. Is in Runes of a rather unusual and fantastic kind : they are German
characters, differing slightly from those of the Nordalbingians and Anglo-
Saxons : when deciphered, they give the following Latin lines :
OMNIS LABOR FINEM HABET PREMIUM EIUS NON HABET
FINEM MADALFRID SCRIPSIT ISTAM PARTEM DO GRATIAS QUOD
PERFECI OPUS MEUM.
These figures, which were communicated to Aufsesse. Anzeige for 1834, from
a MS. at Freisingen, No. iv. 6, b. by Professor Massmann, are supposed to be
of the ninth century, an antiquity which I greatly doubt. The practised reader
will perceive at once that some of the old and well-known Runes appear here
under new, unusual, and rather ornamented forms. (Plate XVIII. fig. 20.)
No. 2. From the Harl. MS. 1772, containing a very early copy of the Latin
Bible, written in Germany, I take the following notice in large and beautifully
executed Runes (Plate XIX. fig. 21.) The characters in the original are
nearly three quarters of an inch high.
EGO IUSUES HACSIINDIGNUS DIACON ANC LIBRUM QUEM AD
OPUS PECULIARE UOLO OFF SCO.
No. 3. William Grimm, in his book Ueber Deutsche Runen, gives a similar
entry in Anglo-Saxon Runes from a MS. at Strasbourg (Plate XIX. fig. 22):
when read, this gives us the name ERCLENFRIT, where the last letter, T for
TH, betrays a German rather than an English hand.
No. 4. Is from a MS. of Aldhelm de Virginitate in the Library of Corpus
Christi College, Cambridge. (Plate XIX. fig. 23.) It contains the name of the
lady who transcribed the book; I read it thus : iEDILFLiED DESCRIPSIT.
There are several other Runic lines, some printed in Hickes, some in my own
collection, which can hardly be looked upon as anything but the idle amuse-
ment of transcribers, (See Plates XIX. XX.) some of them being apparently
mere collections of consonants without vowels, and vowels without consonants.?
S There are inscriptions in Anglo-Saxon Runes, but in no Teutonic language. The Runic legend on
two rings, mentioned in the twenty-first volume of the Archffiologia, are certainly not in Anglo-Saxon
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The last document I propose to call attention to is a portion of the Anglo-
Saxon poem of Salomon and Saturn, in a MS. at Corpus Christi College,
Cambridge.
This contains several Runes, the use of which I shall proceed to point out.
And se'Se wile geornlice
•Sone Godes cwide
singan so'Slice,
and hine symle wile
lufian butan leahtrum,
he mseg 'Sone la'San gast,
feohtende feond,
fle6ndne gebringan;
gif 'Su him serest on Man
ierne gebringest
Prologa prima
•3am is U . P. nama:
hafa'S gu'Smecga
gyrde lange,
gyldene gade, and a
•Sone grimman feond.
swi'Smod swapa'S;
and him on swaSe fylgeS
N. A. ofermsegene
and hine eac ofslyhS.
1s. T. hine teswaS and hine
on fta tungan stica'S,
wrsesta'S him Sset woddor, and him
"Sa wongan brice'S:
M. E. hine yflaS,
swa he a wile
ealra feonda gehwone
or any cognate tongue. Rask supposed them to be Celtic, a conclusion adopted by the Welsh
antiquaries. Vide Cambrian Quarterly Magazine, vol. i. p. 318.
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fseste gestandan;
Sonne hine on un'Sanc R . R.
eorringa gesece'S;
bocstafa brego
bregdeS sona
feond be "Sam feaxe,
lseteS flint brecan
seines sconcan;
he ne besceawaS no
his leomena lift,
ne bi8 him lsece god.
wended he hine Sonne under wolcnum,
wigsteall sfice'S,
heolstre behelmed;
huru him biS set heortan wa
"Sonne he hangiende
helle wisce'S,
•Sees engestan
e^eMces;
•Sonne hine forcinna'S *&&
Sa cyrican ge tunas ;
[%~] N. [M] O. somod
seghwaa'Ser bringeS
sweopan of siSe;
sargia® hwile
fremdne flseschoman,
feorh ne bemurnse'S;
Sonne M.S. cyme®,
engla gerseswa,
wuldores stsef,
wra'Sne gegripeS
feond be Sam fotum,
lseteS foreweard hleor
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on strangne
and stregda'S to'Sas
geond helle heap:
hyde'S hine ieghwyie
sefter sceades sciman:
scea'Sa bi8 gebysigod,
Satanes ftegn
swi'Se gestilled.
Swylce hine V. Q,. and n . V.
cwealme gehnsege'S,
frome folctogan
faraS him togegnes;
habba'S Ie6ht speru,
lange sceaftas,
swiSmode sweopan,
swenga ne wyrnaS
de6rra dynta,
him bi« ««t de6fol
•Sonne bine N. L.
and se yrra h . C.
gu^e begyrda®,
geap stsef wigeS
biterne brogan:
byda'S sona
hellehaeftling
Saet he on hinder
•Sonne hine F . F. and PI. M.
utan ymb'Sringa1^
scyldigne sceaSan;
habba'S scearp speru
atole earhfare;
seled laetaS
on 'Sses feondes feax,
flana stregdan
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biterne brogan;
banan heardlice,
grimme ongildaS
•Saes hie oft gilp brecaS ;
Sonne hine set niehstan
nearwe stilled
+ . G. se geapa
•Sone God sendeS
freondum on fultum,
fsereS sefter M. D.
f ifmaegnum full:
fyr br3 se Sridda
stsef straete neah
stille bideS:
[N].H.onetteS,
engel hine scyrpeS
on cwicum wsedum.
In this poem the Runes might have been omitted altogether without
making any alteration in the sense: that is to say, they stand only for letters
and not for words, as in former passages cited in this paper. Accordingly
each one is accompanied by the corresponding Roman capital; and in a
second copy of the same poem, in the same library, the Runes are altogether
omitted, and the Roman letters stand alone. The subject matter of the lines
are the powers and virtues of the paternoster, and in dilating upon these
Salomon attributes certain peculiar effects to each letter of which the prayer
is composed. Now the whole prayer may be written with the following letters,
variously repeated and combined : P.A.T.E.R.N.O.S.Q.U.I.C.L.F.M.G.D. and
H ; and these are the very Runes introduced into the poem. I however is
omitted and L misplaced, from which, as well as some abruptness in the
sequence of the lines, I argue that we have lost one or more couplets.
I have now examined in detail all the Runic writings which are clearly
Anglo-Saxon, and which were at present accessible to me, making a very large
majority, nearly all in short, of those which are known to exist. Should any
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others hereafter be found, I may take an opportunity of returning to them.
The limits of such a paper as this have compelled me to abstain from entering
upon several points closely connected with the subject of German Runes, and
German mythology ; still more, to refrain from any notice of the Northern
Runes, which must nevertheless occupy an important space in any complete,
treatise on our heathen alphabets. My main object was, I confess, to show
that the Ruthwell obelisk was by no means so protound a mystery as our
countrymen have been contented to believe, and that we really are not under
the necessity of appealing either to Danish or German industry and ingenuity
for the elucidation of our national antiquities. In the course of my argument, I
have also made it clear that a knowledge of Anglo-Saxon and its dialects, as
well as familiarity with the Anglo-Saxon Runes, are qualifications without
which no one can pretend to explain Anglo-Saxon inscriptions. For many of
the industrious and learned antiquaries of Scandinavia I entertain the highest
respect; and shall be still more ready to express it, when I find that they give
up their narrow and ludicrous manner of interpreting tradition for a wider
and more generous recognition of its profound meaning; when, in a word,
they cease to treat the mythological and epic legends which they have, more
richly indeed, but still in common with all the Germanic tribes, as if they
were the exclusive, ascertained, prosaic data of their own national history.
JOHN M. KEMBLE.
I owe some explanation to Professor Finn Magnusen, of the reason why I
have refrained altogether from noticing the copy of the Ruthwell inscription,
which he thinks much older than Hickes' or Gordon's, and which he says
Thorkelin picked up in England. I cannot but believe that Thorkelin misled
both himself and Finn Magnusen: for no one here has ever heard of such an
engraving : it appears to contain just as much, and no more, than Duncan's
copy now contains, which would scarcely be possible had the drawing been
made a century and a half ago, when half the column was buried in the
earth. The capitals on which the professor finds the words Offa, Vodo
Khonmed, and Erincred, show no traces now of such characters, nor are
there any Runic characters whatever on the faces of the pillar to which
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those capitate belong; nor do the apocryphal readings thus discovered, and
which may be Danish, Pictish, or any thing Finn Magnusen pleases, except
Anglo-Saxon, belong to the pure Anglo-Saxon inscription on the column.
In this, and very much besides, the wish seems to have been father to the
thought!
